COVID-19 Safety Training Requirements for Instructors

August 18, 2021

TO: All Faculty
FR: Jeff Banks, Senior Associate Vice President for University Personnel

RE: COVID-19 Safety Training Requirements for Instructors

Campus Community,

As we continue to shift toward in-person instruction, a key part of that safe return is safety in the classroom and on campus. One of these important steps is completing the Cal-OSHA required safety training for returning to work on campus. This training is available via CSU Learn and is called “SSU Returning to Work During Covid 19: Safety in the Workplace During Covid-19.”

The 15-minute training will be assigned in the coming days from the CSU Learn system and will be required to be completed by September 30, 2021. **This training is being assigned to all active faculty and graduate students participating in instruction.** This course provides an in-depth look at coronaviruses and what makes COVID-19 unique. It explains how the disease spreads, symptoms to watch for, and how you can facilitate a safe return to the workplace.

1. Learning and Development has now assigned the **SSU Returning to Work During Covid-19** training in CSU Learn to those folks who have not yet completed it. If you did not receive the confirmation of training assignment, please contact [SSUTraining@sonoma.edu](mailto:SSUTraining@sonoma.edu).

2. Attached is the **Return to Campus Guide for Employees** that outlines the COVID-19 safety practices currently in place at SSU. You are required to review the packet in entirety and complete the certification form included. An accessible version is available on the Risk Management and Safety Services [website](https://www.sonoma.edu/hs/bbm/).

As COVID-19 safety measures and requirements continue to change, we will keep the campus community aware of any changes to information included in the training and guide.

If you have any questions about this assignment, please contact [SSUTraining@sonoma.edu](mailto:SSUTraining@sonoma.edu).

---
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